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tekla structures is the construction project
management software, having the ability to help the

users to access a wealth of information about any
project. so, tekla structures is the best choice for the
bim implementation. in this way, a project can be a

complex task and can be handled easily. the
complete suite provides an end-to-end workflow for
any project. tekla structures and tekla powerfab are
available as a standalone product or as part of the

trimble buildings portfolio. the entire suite is
available to all project managers, architects, and

structural engineers. it has a windows platform and
the 2d and 3d cad file formats. in addition, it has
many kinds of precast structures including steel

frame, steel flat slab, and steel deck. the engineers
can perform some tasks by using the tekla

structures. especially, you can manage the entire
project using this software. the software can also
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produce 2d and 3d drawings to make the project
management easy and effective. with tekla
structures software, you can get all kinds of

information about any project. it offers some typical
functions in it to make the work easy and save the
time. the most interesting features of this product
are as follows: first of all, it gives the information
about buildings and different kinds of buildings.

secondly, it provides many kinds of precast
structures. in this way, it is the best choice for

building an entire project in an instant. thirdly, it
provides the plan and route for any project. further,

it can give the plan and route to any project. the
latest free tekla® 2018 version has 15 new

drawings with extended properties and supports sap
2000. moreover, there's a latest tekla® structure®
command line tool. in short, this free download is an

appropriate tool for the newbie as well as the
seasoned modeler. if you wish to learn more, then

you will need to download this software.
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